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The princess of the Nordic royal family quickly confirmed the itinerary.

She will leave for China in two days. The itinerary is planned to stay in Wade’s house for a few days,
and wait for the Qingming Ming Dynasty to attend the ancestor worship ceremony with Wade’s family.
Then other royal family members will fly to Aurous Hill, and the princess will join other royal family
members. Stay at the Shangri-La Hotel in Aurous Hill.

And her engagement ceremony with Jon will also be held at the Shangri-La Hotel.

Therefore, Lord Wade brought Stephen Thompson to discuss, and said: “Stephen Thompson, the
Nordic princess will come the day after tomorrow. You have to hurry up and lead people to arrange
everything in your home. Everything you must prepare for everything is fine, and there are thousands
of courtesy. Don’t be negligent.”

Stephen Thompson hurriedly said, “Master, don’t worry, I’m already working on it.”

Lord Wade nodded with satisfaction and smiled: “At this ancestor worship ceremony, I will announce
the marriage between jon and her in front of all Wade Family’s direct and collateral relatives, as the
first intermarriage with the European royal family. In the domestic family, my Wade Family will surely
become famous!”

Stephen Thompson immediately reverently said: “This marriage with the Nordic royal family will
greatly help the Wade Family to enter Europe. Maybe it will be the next breakthrough point for the
Wade Family. Congratulations, master!”

Lord Wade smiled slightly, nodded first, then shook his head slightly, and said: “There will definitely
be some help, but there is no breakthrough point. In these constitutional monarchies, the royal family
has no political rights, and some are nothing more than The popularity and some special treatment, if
you want to rely on them, to bring us a huge breakthrough, the possibility is very small.”

After that, Lord Wade said again: “What I like is that there is an extra layer of royal endorsement,
which can make the European market place more trust in us and be less alert. After jon goes to
Northern Europe, he can be seen by people there. Regarding being a local son-in-law, it can bring us
some convenience, but that’s it. If we want to be bigger and stronger, we still have to rely on our own
strength.”

“Yes.” Stephen Thompson said in agreement: “As long as Master can make good use of this advantage,
our chances of success in Europe will be much higher.”

Lord Wade nodded slightly, but couldn’t help but sighed: “Actually, jon must be married. What I am
looking forward to more is Charlie’s recognition of the ancestor and returning to the clan!”

“Master Charlie?” Stephen Thompson asked in surprise, “This time, are you going to let Master Charlie
recognize his ancestors and return to the Wade Family formally?”



Lord Wade said without hesitation: “Yes! That’s what I planned!”

After speaking, Lord Wade said again: “Charlie is willing to come to the ancestor worship ceremony
this time. This is a signal for him to ease up with the Wade Family, and it is also an opportunity for him
to return to the Wade Family. There is no emotion, I can understand that, but if there is no emotion,
there is no emotion. After nearly 20 years away from home, he should be back.”

Stephen Thompson hurriedly said: “Master, it may not be so easy for Master Charlie to return to the
Wade Family. After all, Master Charlie also has a wife in Aurous Hill, and his contacts and career are
basically in Aurous Hill. I personally think that the most It’s better to consider the long term.”

“What about a wife?” Lord Wade said with a serious expression: “My original plan was to take a
long-term view, so I didn’t insist on letting him come back from the beginning. Instead, I bought the
Emgrand Group for 200 billion. he!”
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